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THE IMPORTANCE OF EVIDENCE AND CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
What is evidence? In criminal proceedings, evidence typically refers to the physical 
things left behind at a crime scene or the statements made by victims or witnesses 
that help investigators determine the course of events that took place during a crime. 
Evidence can also refer to the things that can be admitted in a legal proceeding as 
proof of the facts in issue.
The collecting and presenting of evidence are subject to the law of evidence. The law 
of evidence is shaped by the common law (based upon the decisions of judges over 
time) and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
Because of the serious consequences to the accused associated with criminal charges, 
police must fully understand the importance of (continued on page 2) 
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Accelerant: a substance that 
burns rapidly and will start and 
encourage a fire. 

Dark Web: a very small portion of 
the deep Web where websites and 
pages are intentionally hidden 
and are not accessible using a 
standard web browsher.

Exculpatory: information that 
clears or tends to clear a person 
of guilt.

Rifling: a series of spiral grooves 
made in the barrel of a gun to 
ensure that the bullet flies in 
a straight line, providing class 
characteristics. 

Telewarrant: an alternative 
method of applying for a warrant, 
whether by telephone or by other 
means of telecommunications.

VISIT EMOND.CA FOR 
THE COMPLETE LEGAL GLOSSARY

http://www.emond.ca/higher-education/glossary-of-legal-terms.html
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CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION (CONT'D)
carefully collecting evidence in the investigation of crime to ensure that 
they do not jeopardize its use at trial. In order to protect the admissibility 
of evidence, investigators should abide by general rules governing 
searches and the collection of evidence.
As explained in Evidence and Investigation: From the Crime Scene to the 
Courtroom, second edition, evidence from searches, whether of a physical 
space or a person, must be properly obtained. The risk of evidence being 
excluded by a court can be significantly reduced, or prevented entirely, 
by employing certain practices as a police officer. Evidence from searches 
can be protected by ensuring that you obtain judicial pre-authorization 
to conduct the search (a warrant). In addition to obtaining the warrant, 
specific guidelines should be followed in special circumstances such as 
strip searches.
In addition to taking special steps to protect evidence obtained from 
searches, crime scene evidence can be protected by preventing 
contamination and ensuring continuity. This requires officers to employ 
proper crime scene management and investigation techniques. In order 
to ensure the admissibility of evidence, there are specific responsibilities 
incumbent upon the first officers to arrive at a crime scene, forensic 
investigators, and senior officers overseeing the investigation.

Source: Watkins, K., Anderson, G., Bulmer, W., & Rondinelli, V. (2019). Evidence and 
Investigation: From the Crime Scene to the Courtroom (2nd ed.). Toronto: Emond. Online: 
emond.ca/eaiftcsttc2
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ONLINE
OACP: oacp.on.ca

CACP: cacp.ca/index.html

Blue Line: blueline.ca

OPP: opp.ca/index.php?id=128

YRP: yrp.ca/en/careers.asp

TPS: torontopolice.on.ca/careers

PRINT
Mental Health Awareness: 

Practical Skills for First Responders 
and Mental Health Awareness: 
Self Care for First Responders

Fitness and Lifestyle Management 
for Law Enforcement

Communications and Report Writing 
for Law Enforcement Professionals

Security Guard Exam Preparation Guide

PRINT RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE AT EMOND.CA

CANNABIS AWARENESS 
FOR THE WORKPLACE
The first in a three-part series, Cannabis 
Awareness for the Workplace delivers a 
comprehensive introduction to cannabis 
use and an overview of the important 
legislation surrounding cannabis use.

For more information and to purchase the 
video, visit emond.ca/caw

$116   $98$114   $96 $99   $84
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Launch your career
WITH EMOND EXAM PREP

The Ontario Security Guard Test is a 60-question multiple-
choice exam that is mandatory for anyone looking to 
obtain a security guard licence. Emond Exam Prep offers 
two practice tests to help students prepare.

A security guard license allows you to:

• Earn extra money while in school.

• Gain valuable practical experience for your law 
enforcement career. 

• Improve your skills and ability in preparing for and 
writing law enforcement examinations.

Visit emondexamprep.ca to learn more!

SEVEN STEPS FOR DE-ESCALATING CONFLICT 
SITUATIONS 
Responding to conflict situations where tensions and emotions 
are strained without taking the appropriate steps to de-escalate 
the situation can lead to disastrous results. Here are seven 
steps to de-escalate conflict situations:

1. Respond to the circumstances in a calm and reassuring 
way.

2. Separate the parties in an effort to reduce tensions.

3. If the parties remain stressed, take greater control of 
the situation by asserting verbal or physical command.

4. Maintain an authoritative or assertive manner.

5. Address the concerns of the parties involved in the 
situation as quickly as possible.

6. If the situation continues to escalate and there is a 
potential for violence, remove the parties from the 
area.

7. Do not threaten the parties with force or arrest to 
compel performance.

Source: Pardy, J. (2019) Conflict Management in Law Enforcement (4th ed.). 
Toronto: Emond. Online: emond.ca/cmile2
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Words of Wisdom “Whether you are exploring the idea of a career in law enforcement, 
wanting a closer look at your local constabulary, or seeking quality time 
with your fellow law enforcer or significant other, ride-alongs can be a 
positive learning experience that strengthens bonds.”

- Dr. Richard Weinblatt, "10 Tips for Ride-Alongs," PoliceLink

http://emondexamprep.ca
http://emond.ca/cmile2


fitness: new changes to fitness requirements
BONA FIDE OCCUPATIONAL REQUIREMENTS (BFORs) ARE DESIGNED AND USED TO REPLICATE TASKS AND PHYSICAL DUTIES 
ASSOCIATED WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT. BFORs FORM PART OF THE ASSESSMENT PROCESSES USED BY VARIOUS LAW 
ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES ACROSS CANADA. THE FOLLOWING GRAPHIC SHOWS VARIOUS BFORs USED ACROSS CANADA BY 
PROVINCIAL AND NATIONAL JURISDICTIONS.
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Wagner Wisotzki, N. (2018). Fitness and Lifestyle Management for Law Enforcement (5th ed.). Toronto: Emond. Online: emond.ca/falmfle5

Police Fitness 
Personnel of 
Ontario  (PFPO) 
Ontario Police 
Fitness Award 
(OPFA) Standards

PARE
The Physical Ability 
Requirement 
Evaluation (for 
Policing) (PARE)

The Alberta
Physical Abilities 
Requirement 
(A-PREP)

The Police Officer 
Physical Abilities 
Test (POPAT)

École National de 
Police du Québec 
Standardized 
Physical Abilities 
Test (SPAT-ENPQ)

Winnipeg Police 
Service Physical 
Abilities Test 
(WPS-PAT) The Fitness Test for 

Ontario Corrections 
Officers (FITCO) 

The Corrections 
Officers’ Physical 
Abilities Test 
(COPAT) 

The Minimum 
Physical Fitness 
Standard (MPFS) 
(Military Police) 

CNSFT
Canadian Nuclear 
Security Fitness 
Test

Physical Readiness 
Evaluation for 
Policing (PREP)

"If we do not maintain 
justice, justice will not 
maintain us."
Francis Bacon

The Police Officer 
Physical Abilities 
Test (POPAT)

"Law without justice is a 
wound without a cure."
William Scott Downey
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